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THE STORYBOARD
Jackie Estacado is a man torn by the
curse of the Darkness attempting to
consume him completely. He’s the
Don of a New York crime family by
day, but by night he wields an ancient
supernatural power of chaos and
destruction. A new story has been
created about Jackie’s twisted journey,
and we want to see how our artists
envision it!
For more information on the
Brotherhood, please see:
http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=MVtBUZphB6w
http://www.embracethedarkness.com/
us/features/feature8.html
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[PANEL A]
Wide interior of an abandoned subway stop under New York City. The
entire landing area is flooded with overhead lights, burning even stronger
than they would normally and destroying any trace of shadow, it’s as if
someone has sent a surge through the circuit. In the foreground we see
Jackie Estacado, bearer of the Darkness, crouched behind a support pillar
holding his signature twin-pistols. He’s angry, but calm. The reason why is
because there’s a small army of the Brotherhood opening fire on Jackie with
automatic rifles.
1 BROTHERHOOD LEADER: You’re screwed, Estacado! Always leaping
before looking, aren’t you?
2 JACKIE: Yeah, I’ve never had much patience for sitting back and planning.
Much more of a get my hands dirty kind of guy.
3 BROTHERHOOD LEADER: It’s going to cost you this time. The Darkness
won’t help you here!
[PANEL B]
Pull back into the subway tunnel just past the subway station to show
Jackie’s darkling just about to rip out a ton of electrical wiring out of a big
switchbox on the wall. The darkling is, of course, hidden in nearly complete
darkness and we can see the battle continue in the background. Jackie dives
from one pillar to another for more cover.
4 JACKIE: Not much for planning, but I’ve spent enough time down in the
subway to know the lay of the land.
5 JACKIE: Funny thing about the Darkness, there’s always some of it. Even
the brightest light casts a shadow.
[PANEL C]
The darkling finishes what it started and all of the lights go completely out.
In the center of this frame we get our epic hero shot as Jackie unleashes the
pent up power of the Darkness. The two Demon Arms surge forward and
tear apart Brotherhood members before they can even think about moving.
Jackie doesn’t miss a beat and unloads relentless vengeance with his pistols
on other members. Maybe we even see the darkling riding one of the
Brotherhood guys like a demented, demonic jockey.
6 BROTHERHOOD: Aaiieeee!!!

